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DRCSI Director to Brief in U.S.-India
Workshop
High level defense scientists and experts from
the U.S. Department of Defense will be joining
the experts from India's Defense Research
Development Organization (DRDO) in New
Delhi in September to hold a joint scientific
workshop in Directed Energy Weapon
Systems, Unmanned Systems and Autonomy,
and Cognitive Sciences. More information.
 
Visit by Professor Alexandre
August 2014, Professor Radjesvarane
Alexandre (Director of Academic Affairs of
Paris Tech) will visit NPS in August 2014. 
DRCSI Seminar on Adaptive Optics,
October 30th, by Professor Cristi
DRCSI Seminar on Adaptive Optics for High
Energy Laser by Professor Roberto Cristi
(Naval Postgraduate School, Dept. of
Electrical and Computer Engineering) on
Thursday, October 30th, 2014. The location is
Herrmann Hall West Wing 410W (Didactic
Conference Room. This presentation will have
an informal flavor and unclassified thus open
to NPS community –all are welcome to attend.
Abstract.
About DRCSI
The vision of the center is to take leadership
in enabling scientific areas of strategic
military systems of the future and to foster
discovery and innovation through advanced
analytical studies relevant to current and
future operational needs of the U.S. Navy.
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